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HOW DO YOU CREATE KILLER CAMPAIGNS?
It’s probably the most-asked question today – even by seasoned
marketing pros – because of 3 rising sources of pressure:
• Demand to get far more MQLs in the pipeline
• These prospects are harder to find, and reach
• They’re not opening email
In the past 15 months, we’ve expanded our focus to ‘integrated
PR’ – because PR, at its best, measurably drives revenue.  We’ve
launched a series of creative demand-gen campaigns that speak to
where buyers live, what they care about, and what drives them to
take action.
All of the campaigns spring from – and help shape – PR, too, with
coverage, word-of-mouth, and thought-leadership.
Most importantly, they are driving sales.

READ ON TO SEE HOW WE HELPED DELIVER:

$1MIL

More than $1 million in committed revenue from a company’s
first true launch campaign – in a brand-new market

100%

100% pipeline growth, within 90 days

400%

400% revenue growth in a new market

TIME LAPSE: UNDER 90 DAYS
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OLD COMPANY, OLD-SCHOOL BUYERS, NO MARKETING: WHAT TO DO?

A billion-dollar privately held plastics company was ready to launch a crucial
new product. But it didn’t know if any of its current customers wanted in –
or how to approach them.
The sales team had never used marketing automation, and wasn’t terribly
interested. But corporate was mandating change.

WHAT WE DID
The best customers of new services are happy customers. So we surveyed
4,000 existing customers – to understand what they valued, why, and what
they’d improve. We also found – as expected – a ready market for the new
products.

RESULTS
The unexpected bounty: More than 50% of its contacts were
whole-heart advocates – and had no idea that these new
services were being offered.
This insight laid the foundation for high-performance campaigns
– because they could be highly targeted to specific interests.
Early results blew their minds:
•
•
•
•

65 leads in the first 72 hours
$1 million in new opportunities so far
5 opportunities to steal business from the #1 competitor
2 pilots with major customers – who had never heard about
these new capabilities
• 3 new opportunities due to word-of-mouth – because emails
were forwarded

WHAT’S NEXT? No surprise here – this promotion is being run
again – for a third industry. And the entire company is fully on
board with marketing automation.
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NET PROMOTERTM
The foundation for this knowledge was Net
Promoter, the widely accepted customer
feedback survey program, developed by
Bain & Co. Data consistently shows that
companies with the highest Net Promoter
Scores out-perform their peers in growth,
revenue-per-customer and earningsper share; it’s one of the measurement
standards used by Amazon, Apple, Costco,
Verizon and others.
The turnkey survey and data were based
on a handful of easy-to-answer questions,
including: On a scale of 0-to-10, how likely
are you to recommend this company to
friends and colleagues? Those who reply with
a 9 or 10 are promoters – and shown to be
the most ready to try new offerings; those
who answer with a 7 or 8 are potentially at
risk, and those who reply with 6 or below
are considered likely to defect.
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METRICS ARE DOWN AND FALLING; EVEN REPORTERS DON’T CARE

SURVEYS INCREASE EMAIL RESPONSE
RATE BY 400%
A publically-traded security vendor was struggling to create
urgency and demand. While its solution was effective at doing
what it promised – securely transferring files and data, and
meeting compliance standards – it, in general, lacked the ‘now’
factor of other security solutions on the market.
It was felt companywide: Inbound leads were down,
pipeline engagement was falling and the media always
had ‘more timely’ stories to cover.

To start, we asked 500-plus corporate employees about their information-sharing practices. Our intent: uncover all
the risky and negligent ways today’s workforce handles sensitive data, and show CIOs and CSOs how these practices
threaten security and compliance.
We compiled the survey data into an integrated PR and marketing campaign aimed at generating demand, thought
leadership and brand visibility. Campaign elements included:
•
•
•
•
•

Industry survey for thought leadership and proprietary data
Downloadable market brief detailing the most compelling data and recommendations   
Sales emails to drive downloads and nurture prospects
News release and aggressive media outreach to build brand and industry visibility
Infographic, blog and social content to engage with customers, prospects and influencers

RESULTS:
Demand Generation: 125 leads in 24 hours – the most inbound leads ever generated by the company in a
single day.
Brand Visibility and Thought Leadership: 10 pieces of on-message media coverage, including feature stories
with SC Magazine, CSO, ZDNet, The Wall Street Journal and Forbes.
Email Marketing: Triple the average database response rate.
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SELLING THE COUNTRY’S TOP 100 BANKS

THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER
Our client wanted in on banks. Its value prop: Improve the customer
experience, and help banks get more business from what should be
a captive audience. But banks are notoriously late adopters – and no
one ‘owned’ customer experience. And customers seem to prefer
complaining; switching is just too much work.

WHAT WE DID
First, banks need to believe there’s a problem. So we delivered the
news – the 5 biggest consumer-driven trends, and where banks are
dropping the ball. The first target: the
#1 banking trade, which is still widely read.
The content was ready-market for an executive-level market brief:
800 words, and several can’t-ignore graphics We mailed to the
current base, and a highly targeted – but untested – list of 15 titles,
largely responsible for bank branch operations.

RESULTS
Results started coming in within days of inside-sales follow-up.
90-days out, this campaign generated $900,000 in new, unexpected
revenue. More than 70 new banking prospects are in the pipeline.

LET’S TALK ABOUT HOW WE CAN DRIVE RESULTS LIKE THIS FOR YOU.
Contact Us: talktome@corporateink.com or (617) 969.9192
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